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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
(Through December 6, 1972)
Film: "Miss Julie", 3:30 P.M., Theatre . ...................  October 4
Soccer: vs. Lehigh University, away ......................  October 4
ED Faculty Dinner Meetings: Political Science, Sociology, Psychology,
Economics, and Statistics
Reception: Presidential Suite, 6:45-7:15 P.M. 
Dinner: Faculty Dining Room, 7:15-8:30 P.M. 
Discussion CU 301, 306, 307, 308 .. October 4 
8:30 - 10:30 P.M.
Career Lecture Series: Preparation and Career Prospects for the
Legal Profession", 12:30 P.M., CU 308, 
and "Psychology as a Major:, 12:30 P.M.
CU 312 ....... .........................October 5
C & L Series: Austin B. Brough,"(Philadelphia) International Airport"
Airport", 12:30 P.M. , Theatre ..............  October 5
Academic Affairs Committee meeting (day), (time and place tba).. October 6
CUC Feature Film Series: "The Boston Strangler", 6:00 and
10:30 P.M., and "The Wild Bunch",
8:00 P.M., Theatre .................. October 6-7
Cross Country: vs. American University, away ..................October 7
Soccer: vs. The American University, away ................... October 7
CUC Free Experience Program: Clotheslines Art Show and
Crafts Fair, all day, quadrangle . October 10
C & L Series: President’s Forum, 12:30 P.M. , Theatre ......... October 10
CUC New Cinema Film Program: "A Man For All Seasons",12:30 and 
6 00 P.M., Theatre ............. October 11
Soccer: vs. Drexel University, 3:00 P.M., McCarthy Stadium .... October 11
ED Faculty Dinner Meetings: History, Philosophy and Theology
Reception: Presidential Suite, 6:45-7:15 P.M. 
Dinner: Faculty Dining Room, 7:15-8:30 P.M.
Discussion: CU 308, 210. 312 .....  October 118:30 - 10:30 P.M.
Career Lecture Series Opportunities in the Teaching Profession", 12:30 P.M.
CU 307, and "Political Science as a Major",
12:30 P.M., CU 312 ...................  October 12
C & L Series: Phillip Young, "Big World Out There: The Nick Adams Stories", 
12:30 P.M. , Theatre ............................  October 12
Orpheus Coffeehouse, 8 :00 P.M., Clubroom .........................  October 13-14
CUC Feature Film Series: :M*A*S*H", 6:00, 8:00 and 10:00 P.M.
Theatre..... ...........................October 13-14
Association for the Advancement of Labor Education Seminar,
 Union B l d g..... .............................. October 14
Cross Country: vs. Villanova University, Belmont Plateau .........  October 14
Soccer: vs. Lafayette College, away .............................. October 14
Faculty Senate Open Session, 12:30 P.M., CU 301 ..................  October 17
Senior Career Orientation, 12:30 P.M., Olney 100 .................  October 17
Soccer: vs. Temple University, 3:00 P.M. , McCarthy Stadium....... October 17
Sculpture demonstration: Daisy Grubbs, all day, Union Lobby ......  October 18
Cross Country: vs. Saint Joseph's and Rider Colleges,
Belmont Plateau ...............................  October 18
Personnel and Guidance Association meeting and dinner, 4:00 P.M.,
CU 307 and Ballroom................. October 18
ED Faculty Dinner Meeting: Education, English, Humanities, and
Foreign Languages
Reception* Presidential Suite, 6:45-7:15 P.M.
Dinner: Faculty Dining Room, 7:15-8:30 P.M.
Discussion: CU 308, 310, and 312,
8:30 - 10:30 P.M...........October 18
Curriculum Committee Meeting, (day), (Time and place tba) ........  October 19
Career Lecture Series: "Planning Careers in Banking and Finance", 12:30 P.M.,
CU 307, and "English as a Major", 12:30 P.M.,
CU 312 ......... .......................... October 19
C & L Series: R. Sturgis Ingersoll, "The Arts in Philadelphia", 
12:30 P.M., Olney 100 ..............................October 19
Orpheus Coffeehouse, 8:00 P.M., Clubroom..................... . October 20-21
Cross Country: vs. Drexel University and Temple University,
time tba, Belmont Plateau .................... . October 21
Soccer: vs. Widener College, 2:00 P.M. , McCarthy Stadium..........  October 21
Academic Convocation, 3:30 P.M., Theatre .........................  October 22
The Philadelphia Trio, 12:30 P.M., Theatre .......................  October 24
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Senior Career Orientation, 12:30 P.M .  Olney 100 ..................... October 24
CUC New Cinema Film Program: "The Hellstrom Chronicle," 12:30 and
6:00 P.M., Theatre ....................  October 25
Film: "Jules and Jim", 3:30 P.M., Theatre .................... .......October 25
Cross Country: vs. West Chester State College, away .................  October 25
Soccer: vs. Saint Joseph's College, 3:00 P.M., McCarthy Stadium.....  October 25
ED Faculty Dinner Meeting: Accounting, Marketing, Business Law
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Reception: Presidential Suite, 6:45-7:15 P.M. 
Dinner: Faculty Dining Room, 7:15-8:30 P.M. 
Discussion: CU 308, 310, 312, 8:30-10:30 P.M.
.............. October 25
CUC Free Experience Program: We the People, comedy trio,
12:30 and 6 :00 P.M. , Theatre ........... October 26
Graduate School Exploration Day, all day, Ballroom ..................  October 26
CUC Free Experience Program: "The Black Arts”, astrology exhibit,
all day, Clubroom...................... October 27
Alumni Association Las Vegas Night, 9:00 P.M., Ballroom .............  October 28
Mid-semester holiday (day only) ...................................  October 30
CUC Free Experience Program: Richard and Ella, folksingers, 12:30 P.M.,
Music R o o m ..........................   October 31
Senior Career Orientation, 12*30 P.M., Olney 100 ....... .............October 31
C & L Series: Anthony Burgess, "The Nature of Comedy", 12:30 P.M.,
Theatre ............................   October 31
Lecture: Judge Lisa A. Richette, "Women and Law", 12:30 P.M., Theatre. November 1
Soccer: vs. Rider College, away ..................................... November 1
Career Lecture Series: "Opportunities in Advertising, Public Relations,
and Writing", 12:30 P.M., CU 307, and "Economics
as a Major", 12:30 P.M., CU 312 ............ . November 2
Academic Affairs Committee meeting (day), (Time and place tba) ......  November 3
CUC Feature Film Series: "Bonnie and Clyde", 6:30 and 10:15 P.M., and
Soldier in the Pain", 8:30 P.M., Theatre ... November 3-4
Soccer: vs. Ursinus College, 2:00 P.M. , McCarthy Stadium ............ November 4
Mid-semester holiday (day and evening) .............................November 6
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Career Lecture Series" "Computer Programming and Systems", 12:30 P.M.,
CU 307, and "Education as a Major", 12-30 P.M.,
CU 312 ............. ........................November 9
Orpheus Coffeehouse, 8:00 P.M., Clubroom.......... ............. November 10-11
CUC Feature Film Series: "They Shoot Horses, Don't They?", 7:00 and
9:30 P.M., Theatre . ..... ................ November 10-11
Soccer: vs. Hofstra University, away ...................... ......... November 11
Annual Open House: Entire campus open, 12:00 to 5:00 P.M.......... . November 12
Cross Country I.C. 4A's, New York ................................. November 13
CUC Free Experience Program: Janet Ketchum and Kathleen Moreno, flute
and harp duo, 12:30 P.M,, Music Room ... November 14
C & L Series: Ann Gengis, "The Price Commission", 12:30 P.M. , Theatre November 14
CUC New Cinema Film Program: "Vampyr" and "King Kong", 12-30 and
6 :00 P.M. , Theatre .......... . November 15
Soccer: vs. Villanova University 3;00 P.M.,McCarthy Stadium......... November 15
Currciulum Committee meeting (day), (Time and place tba) ....... November 16
Career Lecture Series: "Industrial Relations and Personnel", 12:30 P.M.,
CU 307, and "Sociology as a Major", 12:30 P.M. ,
CU 3 1 2 ..... ............................. .. November 16
College Council meeting (Time and place tba) ........ ...............November 6
Cross Country: Middle Atlantic Conference Playoffs, time tba,
Belmont Plateau   ................................... November 6
CUC Free Experience Program: Photo Contest, Union Lobby . . . ....November 6-10
ED only holiday: Election D a y .........................................November 7
Senior Career Orientatoon: 12:30 P.M , Olney 100................... November 7
Day Faculty meeting (Time and place tba) .................. ........ November 8
Last day for withdrawal from course (day and evening) for
the fall semester ..„.........................November 8
CUC New Cinema Film Program: "Genesis IV”, 12:30 and 6:O0 P.M.,
Theatre .................... ......... November 3
Film:  "Petulia," 3:30 P.M., Theatre........ ........................ November 8
C & L Series: The Philharmonia Orchestra, 8:30 P.Mm  Theatre ................November 9
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C & L Series: John Lukacs, "Opportunism Among Intellectuals”, 12:30 P.M.
Theatre . .. ...... .. . ......................... November 16
CUC Free Experience Program: ”Macrame as Art”, macrame demonstration,
all day, Clubroom..... .............. ..... November 17
CUC Free Experience Program: Betsy Fearn and Tom McIntyre, folksingers,
12:30 P.M., Music Room ................ November 21
Thanksgiving holidays (day and evening) . .  .... ................ November 22
C & L Series: Joseph Daughren and Peter Binzen, "The Wreck of the
Penn Central”, 12:30 P.M,, Theatre ........ ................November 28
Lecture: Judy Newton, consciousness raising, (women), 12:30 P.M.,
CU 301 ................... ......................................November 28
Lecture: Consciousness raising, (men), 12:30 P.M., CU 301................  November 30
Varsity Basketball: vs. Lehigh University, away .................... November 29
Freshmen Basketball: vs. Lehigh University, away ...........................November 29
C & L Series: Donald Barr, ”Putting Humpty Dumpty Together”, 12:30 P.M.,
Theatre................. ........... ........ November 30
Orpheus Coffeehouse, 8:00 P.M. , Clubroom .................................December 1
Varsity Basketball: vs. U.S. Military Academy, Palestra ......................December 1
Academic Affairs Committee meeting (day), (Time and place tba) ..............December 1
CUC Feature Film Series: "Horse Feathers”, ”Never Give a Sucker an
Even Braak”, and "The Music Box”, continuous
from 6:30 P.M. ...................................December 1
Swimming: Penn State Relays, away . ............................ .........December 1
College Council meeting (Time and place tba) ...............................December 4
CUC Free Experience Program: ”The Sweetest Art”, cake decorating
demonstration, all day, Clubroom ........... December 5
C & L Series: The La Salle Singers, 12:30 P.M., Theatre ...... . December 5
CUC New Cinema Film Program: "Investigation of a Citizen Above Suspicion”,
12 30 P.M. and 6:00 P.M., Theatre..... December 6
Varsity Basketball: vs. Biscayne College, Palestra .......................December 6
Freshmen Basketball: vs. Villanova University, Hayman Hall . .......... .. December 6
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
The following statement was presented tv Brother Daniel W. Burke, F.S.C. 
to the Philadelphia Fellowship Commission at hearings on human rights which the 
Commission held on Monday, September 25.
Few debates over human rights have been more polarized and rancorous 
than those about abortion. I am conscious, therefore, of some imprudence 
as I address this embattled topic today for I bring very few specific 
qualifications to the discussion. I am a male, a religious celibate; I have 
no special expertise in either the legal or moral aspects of the question—  
and I do not speak for any organization. It is only as an individual 
and a morally concerned citizen, therefore, that I want to offer a few 
thoughts about the current debate, about its questionable effect on the 
cooperative spirit of all in the community interested in fuller and better 
protected human rights, and about its weakened condition as a source of 
enlightenment to the political leader and legislator.
If I have any competence to speak to the subject, it may simply be as 
a semi-retired teacher of English. For what I find initially disturbing 
about the current debate is its loaded rhetoric— and both pro- and anti­
abortionists are at fault to some extent. The opponent of abortion, however, 
is at considerable disadvantage when the media adopt uncriticallv some 
rather slanted key-terms of the pro-abortionist and automatically defuse 
his own rhetorical terms. In reportage that aspires to objectivity and 
neutrality, that is, we are more likely to see references to "liberalizing" 
or "reforming" present abortion laws than to "weakening" them. Given 
the strong convictions of the participants in the debate, I suppose it is 
unrealistic to expect that opponents of abortion will stop using a loaded 
term like "murder" for abortion; but as long as they adopt that stance they 
are likely to find pro-abortion people describing them as "unfeeling monsters." 
I do not think such rhetoric helps develop understanding of diverse view­
points in a pluralistic society.
Nor is the problem simply on the side of the emotional terms. Of equal 
concern is the clinically detached and technological jargon that cools the 
question to the point of dehumanization "piece of tissue" for fetus and 
"emptying of the uterine contents" for induced abortion are, I think akin 
in their distancing and distorting effect to terms like "ultimate solution" 
or "pacification" in other contexts of life and death.
If those actively engaged in the debate have some duty, then, to cool 
or to warm their rhetoric to a decent room temperature, the clear duty of 
the media is to translate to that level when the adjustment has not been 
made for them. An even clearer duty, however, is to present a balanced 
view of the substantive issues. Without such balanced presentation there 
can be neither light nor direction for an inquiring public nor for the 
legislator as he seeks to make or revise law. It isn’t too strong to say, 
however, that slanting by omission has characterized reporting of this par­
ticular debate. While I have not made any statistical study of the coverage, 
my definite impression is that pro-life advocates have not had anything 
like equal reporting of their views. It may be argued that their popular 
spokesman have not been articulate in developing even their basic premises, 
that their political effort has been more impressive then their public 
relations. But these factors cannot excuse the lop-sidedness of national 
and local reporting on such critical questions when there is extensive- 
informed opinion and writing readily available.
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT (Cont'd)
On a second and more substantive point, I want to say that I support 
our women’s liberation movement in its effort to achieve meaningful equality, 
to challenge an unjustified male dominance of many aspects of our culture, 
to achieve for women a fuller freedom and richer devlopment as persons. I 
take strong exception, however, to the frequent advocacy of the movement 
to "abortion on demand," at least as that objective assumes an absolute 
right by a pregnant woman over the life of the fetus. Just as no woman 
should be coerced by family or society to have an abortion she does not 
want, her own wish for abortion has to be qualified, I believe, by the rights 
of the father and, most particularly, of the fetus. The basic question of 
how the fetus has human life and personhood, and hence a right to life 
will continue to be disputed despite the drift of our courts to decide 
negatively. What is clearly less debatable is the definite potentiality 
of the fetus for human life* if it is allowed to develop without dis­
turbance. There is some sense, therefore* in looking at it in a wider 
view of life, to see, as the sociologist Gordon Zahn puts it*
human life as a continuity from the point of clinically determined 
conception to the point of clinically determined death. This 
physiological lifespan is then convertible to an existential 
frame work as a developmental pattern of dependence relationships; 
at the earliest stages of a pregnancy the dependence is total; 
as the fetus develops, it takes on some of its own functions; 
at birth, its bodily functions are physiologically independent, 
but existential dependency is still the child’s dominant condition. 
The rest of the pattern is obvious enough. As the individual 
matures and achieves the fullness of personhood, both functional 
and behavioral independence become dominant (though never total; 
culture and its demands must be taken into account). Finally, 
advanced age and physical decline returns him to a state of 
dependency which may, at the end, approximate that of his 
earliest childhood.
Society’s responsibilities to the individual stand in inverse 
relationship to the growth and decline of his independence and 
autonomy. It would follow, then, that the immorality of abortion 
(and euthanasia as well) lies precisely in the fact that they 
propose to terminate the life process when the dependency is 
most total, that it would do so with the approval or authorization 
of society, that it would seek to justify this betrayal of 
society’s responsibility on purely pragmatic grounds.
(Gordan Zahn, "A Religious Pacifist Looks at Abortion," 
Commonweal [May 28, 1971], 281)
While I can and do sympathize with the enormous difficulty a woman with an 
unwanted pregnancy confronts and while I would wish to do everything possible 
to assist her in that difficulty, I cannot recognize that her rights over 
the life of the fetus are absolute. I think, too, that both sides in the 
abortion debate would profit from reviewing their position* their respect 
for life and the quality of life in this wider context of evolution and 
dependence and independence, as well as their concern for life at other 
points of the total span— in war, capital punishment, in the violence of 
our streets and the mechanized combat of our highways.
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To assure a woman of real alternatives in an unwanted pregnancy, to give 
her actual freedom of choice, requires more than words. It is instructive 
that several countries with rather permissive abortion laws, including 
Scandanavian countries, provide extensive counseling services in this 
situation, adequate medical and maternal welfare programs, and even broad 
educational programs stressing the undesirability of abortion as a method 
of controlling birth (Daniel Callahan, Abortion: Law, Choice, and Morality,
New York, 1970, pp. 477-73). These countries, that is, have tried to 
contain the enormous rise in abortions that typically follow legalization 
and the resulting social pressure to consider abortion an ordinary procedure 
without moral implication. If in our own situation there is a great desire 
by some in the debate that abortions be performed by qualified doctors, there 
should also be concern that women not be exploited by commercial counseling 
services and profit-making clinics whose advice and help is clearly single­
minded. In a word, if there were ever to be changes in the present law, 
they might well begin with the provision and/or regulation of a full-range 
of counseling services and adequate support for viable alternatives to 
abortion. By counseling services, I mean an opportunity to explore fully 
the moral, psychological and medical implications before reaching a decision.
Abortion confronts us with huge philosophical, ethical, and political 
problems. On this matter, a pluralistic society will achieve limited con­
sensus only after great labor in a clear atmosphere of concern and self­
sacrifice. I have made three main suggestions here: 1) that a better 
dialogue on the questions involved will be possible if rhetorical terms 
are more carefully controlled and if the media give a more even-handed 
report of the issues; 2) that the fetus, even if it is considered only 
potentially human, has a claim to society’s protection; 3) that the woman 
with an unwanted pregnancy has the right to society’s support in critically 
facing the implications of her situation and in availing herself of alternatives 
to abortion.
To deny any relation of morality to law in such a basic social matter 
as the right to life on the basis that a specific morality should not be 
legislated, seems to me to reduce society to a mechanistic jungle. Surely 
we have come far enough in two centuries of democracy, to find an enlightened 
way to balance our respect for life in any form with our desire for a better 
quality of life. I look upon the attempt to find such a way as a crucial 
test for a free society under law.
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VICE PRESIDENT, ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
An "In the Literature" excerpt has been submitted by Brother Emery C. Mollenhauer 
F.S.C., vice president, academic affairs, and can be found at the back of this 
Faculty Bulletin.
*** *****************
ALUMNI
DOWNTOWN CLUB MEETS OCTOBER 18
The Alumni Association Downtown Club will hold a lucheon at 12:00 P.M., 
Wednesday, October 18, at the Poor Richard Club, 1319 Locust St. Athletic 
Director Jack Conboy and the coaches of all fall and winter sports teams will 
comment on the outlook for each particular squad.
LAS VEGAS NITE SLATED
This year's Las Vegas Nite will take place at 9:00 P.M. Saturday, October 28, 
in the Union ballroom. The gambling festivities will be supplemented by an open 
bar (entire evening) and a cold buffet. Music will be provided by Charlie Happ's 
orchestra, and the $18.50 per couple cost includes three dollars' worth of chips 
for the eight gambling tables.
BASKETBALL CLUB RECEPTION TO BE HELD WITH OPEN HOUSE
Alumni Basketball Club members as well as their wives and friends are invited 
to the club's reception 4:00 P.M. on Sunday, November 12, in conjunction with the 
annual Open House, which will take place from 12:00 to 5 :00 P.M. The reception 
will be held in the Hayman Hall conference room, with cocktails, hors d'oeuvres, 
and a buffet. Basketball Club will be admitted free, and admission for guests 
is $3.00.
AWARDS DINNER SET FOR NOVEMBER 17
The Signum Fidei Medal, given annually for noteworthy contributions to the 
advancement of Christian principles, will be presented at the awards dinner, 
6:30 P.M. on Friday, November 17 in the Union ballroom. Induction of seniors 
into the Alpha Epsilon Honor Society will also be held at the dinner.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT
"The New Barbarians," an article by William V. Shannon, appeared last July 
in the New York Times and is reprinted in this bulletin in the "In the Literature" 
section. The article has been submitted at the suggestion of John S. Penny, 
professor, biology.
*********************************
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT BUREAU
CAREER COUNSELOR APPOINTED
Jane Gillfillan has been appointed as a counselor in the Career Planning and 
Placement Bureau. A former counselor at Penn State's Delaware County campus.
Miss Gillfillan has a bachelor's and a master's degrees in college personnel with a 
concentration in counseling from Ohio University. Her office will be in CU 207.
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COUNSELING CENTER
GROWTH GROUPS FORMING
Growth groups are now forming. Faculty members who have identified students 
in need of more appropriate ways of handling themselves and/or relating to others 
should recommend the groups to those students.
A copy of the 1972 Graduate Award Director is available to the faculty. The 
directory may be obtained in McShain Hall or sent through the campus mail.
Barbara West has been appointed as a part-time counselor. She is currently 
doing her doctoral work at the University of Pennsylvania.
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
GRANT AWARDED FOR TEACHING AIDS
The college has received a $3,000 grant from the National Science Foundation for 
equipment to be used by linguisitics students and faculty. A recorder, a storage 
oscilloscope, and an electric typewriter for use with phonetic transcriptions of Old 
and Middle English has been purchased. Jeffrey B. Willens, instructor, English has 
been named project director of the grant, which was one of five grants (out of 350) 
awarded in the social studies and the only one granted to a Catholic college in 
Pennsylvania.
****************************
* FOUR QUARTERS
LITERARY MAGAZINE RECEIVES GRANT
The Coordinating Counsil of Literary Magazines has announced a grant to Four 
Quarters for support of its continued publication. The grant is made possible by 
funds received by CCLM from the National Endowment for the Arts.
*****************
NEWS BUREAU
DECEMBER FACULTY BULLETIN
The deadline for the next issue of the Faculty Bulletin will be Wednesday, Novem 
22, and the publication date is Wednesday, December 6. A blank Faculty Bulletin news 
memo has been included with this issue and is attached at the rear. Items for the 
December 6 bulletin may be submitted at any time prior to the deadline via campus 
mail or personal delivery to CU 205.
PUBLIC FFFAIRS
All departments are requested to examine their files for appropriate materials 
to be sent to the archives of the college, in care of Brother James Conaghan, F.S.C, 
college representative for special affairs, CU 205.
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UNION DIRECTOR’S OFFICE
INFORMATION AND TICKET CENTER INSTALLED
Gary Brubach has been appointed manager of the College Union's new student 
service, the Information and Ticket Center. Located in the Union Director’s 
office, the center functions as an outlet for the sale of tickets for on-campus 
events sponsored by La Salle organizations. Basketball tickets as well will be 
handled by Brubach's office.
General information on all cultural, social and recreational activities at 
La Salle and also in the Philadelphia area will be available. The office will 
be open 8:30 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. Monday through Friday and 10:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. 
Saturday and Sunday and can be contacted via extensions 281 or 310.
********************
GENERAL
REST IN PEACE: Brother Gerald Henry Laffey, F.S.C., former 
director of vocations for the Baltimore District of the 
Christian Brothers who was in residence at La Salle College 
from 1953 to 1963, passed away on July 18 after a long  
illness. ___
The following eulogy was written by Brother F. Patrick Ellis, F.S.C., director 
of development, and appeared in the October issue of Newsbriefs of Baltimore, the 
newsletter of the Baltimore province of the Christian Brothers.
Hank Laffey's gifts were big and kind. To be verbally so 
sharp yet never cutting required a very fine mind, and a loving, 
huge heart. Who has not, over the years, stored up his favorite 
one-liners from Henry ("but a whole hand print!"), or several of 
those long, spinning tales leading merrily to an execrable pun 
("I wouldn’t put a knight out on a dog like this") or to a genteel 
irony. (Here at the Waldorf we use a warm spoon.") The point is, 
of course, that Hank understood community life, and that joy in 
being together is the glue. Never a paragon of management or 
system, he would instantly charm those who were all set to be 
testy over a late arrival or a missed deadline. He really did 
transcend credentials, and any student was fortunate to sit at 
his feet.
As a guest or a resident, Hank could reduce his chamber to 
chaos in an hour, even with just an overnight bag. But his life 
was another story. That was as single-minded, as filled up with 
faith and love, as we are likely to see. He was sometimes conveyed 
up the coast in relays of former students (quite literally), but 
for a man of his massive talents his life was essentially hidden 
with Christ in God. In living and in dying, Brother Henry never 
felt sorry for himself. We ask him now, as we grope, to feel 
compassion for us.
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GENERAL (Cont'd)
GOLF OUTING SCHEDULED
All golfers of the faculty and administration are invited to the final 
outing of the season, which will be held at the Valley Forge Golf Club on 
Monday, October 30. Tee-off time will be between 9 :00 and 10:00 A.M., and 
there will be prizes for all. For further information, contact Jack Connors, 
Sociology Department, ext. 587.
NEWSLETTER CORRECTIONS
In the September 1972 La Salle College Newsletter, Joseph L. Moran, 
associate professor of Spanish was erroneously listed as secretary of the 
Faculty Senate. Moran is vice-president of the Senate and Brother Arthur 
J. Bangs, F.S.C., Ph.D., assistant professor of education is secretary .
In the same newsletter, John W. Baker, Ph.D., Philip Bursky , and Evelyn 
Trooper, Ph.D ., were erroneously listed as members of the psychology department 
instead of the mathematics department. Also, the names of new psychology dept. 
members, Donald Keeler, Ph.D., and Robert Willis, Ph.D., were omitted.
The News Bureau apologizes for any inconvenience caused by these 
typographical errors.
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IN THE LITERATURE
OFFICE OF THE VICE-PRESIDENT, ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
EDWARD3  SCOTT, "An Academic Chairman Looks at Governance," Change, September, 1972
For nearly four years I was chairman of a medium-sized academic department in 
a big, four-year, public, liberal arts commuter college. Considering the times,
I suppose I am fortunate in leaving the experience behind me with no greater sense 
of disillusionment than I have. But I am disillusioned. I went in thinking the 
faculty should have a greater role in running the academy I left thinking the 
opposite. My stint as department chairman convinced me our present system, of 
academic governance is unworkable. By academic governance I mean the ways faculty 
participate in the day-to-day administration of a college, especially the ways in 
which it gives advice and makes recommendations concerning the privilege and performance 
of its own members. These ways subvert true and worthy academic purposes.
Let me say at the outset that I am aware of the limitations which hedge my 
view. The chairmanship of a department is hardly a point of observation which 
commands the whole field. And large, state-supported colleges are not the only 
kind. Still, I think I can make some claim that my experience was representative.
The giant public colleges are increasingly the norm and though the angle of
vision from the chairman's office is relatively narrow, it offers offsetting advantage
when the subject is the relation of faculty to administration.
My hope, then, is that whatever their limits, these reflections will be of 
some Value. They fall into three parts. The first deals with the nature of the 
prevailing scheme of academic governance and contends its root premises are political; 
the second examines the effect of this scheme on the rules which the faculty writes 
for its own government and on the conduct of business at the departmental level the 
third draws some conclusions and speculates on possible changes.
The chief dogma by which the academy lives these days,is that all decisions 
should have, or appear to have, the support of everyone. Academic governance is 
dominated by the principle that there shall be a maximum of discussion between faculty 
and administration about every matter to be decided. As a result, "faculty government 
has proliferated to include academic senates, committees, sub-committees, select 
committees, ad hoc committees, and so on, all aimed at achieving the desired 
amount of consultation. The term "government is used here in its Pickwickian sense, 
because of the faculty, of course, does not govern the best asset of faculty 
government is support of faculty morale. It is an exercise to raise the ghost of 
academic community in Places where the faculty, like so many junior executives,
factory hands, or used car salesmen, head for the suburbs once the shift is over. 
Despite the dreams of academic senate members and committee chairmen, faculty 
government remains— in a favored epithet of the academic 16ft— the government of the 
playpen.
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Administrations, however, have pood reason to sustain consultative machinery, 
since what they want most of all is to avoid conflict and the appearance of being 
arbitrary. Talking endlessly with the faculty is sound public relations and lets 
deans and presidents maintain the credentials of committed democrats. The unspoken 
theory is that strong and visible positions taken by administrations stir up trouble. 
Maximum consultation, principle and practice, follows as a necessary result. No 
cost because of actions deferred is too great if it insures against the charge of 
high handedness.
The faculty generally finds the idea of authority repugnant and regularly 
criticizes the administration for its authoritarian tendencies. But the criticism is 
misplaced for administrators--though they may permit themselves occasional flurries 
of decisiveness— feel just as the faculty does. To the academic mind, the outright 
and unabashed exercise of authority represents unforgivably bad form. According to 
current theory it polarizes and alienates opposing interests. Great lengths are gone 
to keep things "unstructured." And the administration strives, on principle, to be 
invisible.
It is this distaste for the open exercise of authority that makes administrator 
the warmest advocates of unlimited consultation. They hope that out of the process, 
out of the operation of the machinery itself, will come solutions which can be "lived 
with." This justified the Byzantine complications of the apparatus set up to general 
faculty recommendations on every aspect of the academic enterprise. Underneath lies 
unarticulated belief that a sufficiently elaborate system of academic governance 
will free the administration from initiatives and embarrassing stands. Ideally, 
the administrative function becomes executive in the pure sense, that is, simply a 
matter of certifying decisions already agreed to.
The unacknowledged and perhaps unconscious premises of this view are fundamentaly 
political. Give and take among opposed interests, the combination of some to make 
common cause against others, alliances, alignments— such activities come to dominate 
thought and action in academic affairs. These activities call to mind a parallel 
between academic decision-making and the political theory of democratic pluralism.
In that theory it is supposed that the political process, through the mutual conflict 
and accommodation of differing interests in the open society, develops public 
policies in the general interest. In the academy it is supposed that there will be 
a competition among groups at every level and that, on balance, what is good for 
the part is good for the whole. The business of faculty members or departments is 
to look out for themselves, and no one is specially concerned with the common 
good, or feels that he should be.
The administration’s goal is to steer around trouble and keep authority 
invisible. A low profile is the key to happiness. But a college administration 
which adheres to the "democratic-pluralist" theory of academic governance is very 
likely to fail by the measure of its own standards. The reasons are embarrassingly 
obvious. Where there are no issues of importance, hours spent in consultation and 
in obtaining pro forma actions by committees are superfluous and wasteful; and where 
there are such issues, democratic pluralism proves worse than useless as a method 
of dealing with them. In cases which matter, where there are serious differences 
of view among faculty members, no elaborate system of consultation will suffice.
Such situations confront administrations with the necessity for choice; they can 
either drop the cloak of invisibility and make a decision ( a course very likely to 
alienate someone) or escape the difficulty through fudging, delay, and obfuscation.
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In my experience, it is the second course which administrations habitually favor, 
doubtless because it appears less dangerous than the first. In reality, it is a 
decision not to decide, and indecision has consequences of its own. This fact is 
demonstrated again and again, but the lesson it has to reach somehow never gets learned
Academic governance on the democratic-pluralist model is subject to breakdown 
at just those points where the ability to decide is most needed. To argue, as some 
do, that such breakdowns are "normal" and "to be expected" begs the question, for 
this reasoning assumes the validity of the idea that the college is a political 
microcosm and therefore naturally liable to the same infirmities of conflict and 
stalemate as the body politic. The political conception of academic life is an 
only half thought-out notion whose true consequences have not been faced. It lies 
at the foundation of our present discontents.
The weaknesses of democratic pluralism may be clearly seen in the rules which 
the faculty writes for its own government. These rules are the product of hundreds 
of committee meetings and hours of debate in academic senates, and, inevitably, 
they bear all the marks of their development. Like the platforms of political 
parties, they reflect a lively awareness of the variety of interests which demand 
acknowledgement. To offer something for everyone, they are sprinkled with high- 
sounding generalities and yet vague at all the critical points. For there always come 
a time when particular cases hang on the decisions of committees whose job it is to 
interpret a vital but loosely phrased section of the rules, and Prof. X ’s promotion 
or tenure hangs, in turn, on whether allies sit on such committees. Political 
instincts are remarkably sharpened by this process.
The writing of grievance and disciplinary rules presents kindred problems.
But here, where the direction of faculty interest is clear, the result is not 
vagueness so much as the adoption of procedures ludicrously weighted in favor of 
the "aggrieved" or the intended subject of discipline. For example, in grievance 
hearings a faculty member may choose the other faculty members who are to hear and 
judge his case. He may be represented by counsel but the college may not.
Imprecision, a preoccupation with the interest of the faculty narrowly con­
ceived, and a taste for precedural intricacies— any governing policy adopted by the 
faculty is likely to bear these distinguishing marks. All of them are a product 
of inadequacies of our basic model of academic governance. The obscurity of faculty- 
writ en rules probably owes something to the academic character as well. Large 
numbers of academic people are obsessed with a desire to appear open, liberal, and 
"with it"— the possessors of virtues which stamp their character as the opposite of 
the kind nowadays so aptly and vividly called untight. Such virtues have somehow come 
to be thought synonymous with cloudiness in thought and often near-incoherence 
in expression. (Surely, someone will soon make a study of the rise to prominence 
in American academic dialect of "you know?" )
Nowhere are the failings of the democratic-pluralist model more apparent than 
in the department, where the odium felt toward authority fills the role of chairman 
with uncertainty. Does he belong to the faculty, or is he the administration's man?
To be sure, the department faculty is responsible for nominating the chairman to his 
position. Invited to consult, it has elected a committee which deliberated and 
recommended this or that person for appointment. And presidents (with only the 
rarest exceptions) obligingly appoint himm What is never made clear, however, is that 
it is the administration and not the faculty wicch actually has the authority to place 
the chairman on his seat. Because of this deliberately fostered ambiguity, the
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faculty of a department fancies itself a constituency and its chairman an elected 
representative bound to defend the interests of his constituents. "Defend" should 
be read with its full force, for department faculties are ready to believe, although 
it is almost never true, that the administration has designs on their independence. 
Some chairmen, to the dismay and irritation of the administration, share this theory 
of their purely representative function, and seek to become tribunes of the people.
Administrations, of course, are quite satisfied if a chairman behaves himself 
as "our man in the department acting as a transmission belt for directives and 
information, and keeping the peace. If he can do these things while also playing 
a tribune’s role, he is thought to have considerable talent and may even contemplate 
his own administrative career. Smoothness, tranquility, peace— these are what the 
administration wants, and it values the chairman who can provide them, even at 
the cost of blinking at the minor and medium-sized derelictions of faculty members. 
Naturally, if things get out of hand, the chairman is expected to play the heavy.
He is, after all, the administration’s first line of defense.
The studied vagueness of rule and policy which I have spoken of affects the 
department chairman in what is, or should be, his most important duty: evaluating 
the job performance of the members of his department. It is a pretty general 
practice for chairmen to make yearly evaluations of the faculty. But what are 
the standards? And what is the mechanism for applying them? The famed publish-or- 
perish doctrine, is, of course, not in question here, since the schools under 
consideration are avowedly teaching rather than research institutions. Yet, strange 
to tell, colleges whose acknowledged reason for being is the instruction of under­
graduates often have no recognized means of assessing the competence of those who 
carry on that instruction. The democratic-pluralist scheme of academic governance 
could not begin to develop agreed-upon standards or measures of good teaching.
Here we touch on one of the sustaining myths of academic life: that every 
faculty member is a professional, and consequently, his performance can certainly 
not be judged by administrators, and probably not by other professionals in the same 
field, either, since each academician has his own specialty. A closely associated 
notion is: "After all, everyone has his unique style of presenting material, his own 
strong points, his own favorite themes, etc., etc." Such fixed ideas--and they are 
fixed— inspire bitter resistance to any attempt to arrive at clear and uniform 
standards. The implicit conclusion is that no one can really judge anyone else.
This is a noble view; indeed, it is the only possible one when the judgements in 
question touch on matters of ultimate right and wrong and are therefore best left 
to the Supreme Being. Otherwise, it is the veriest humbug, but this does not keep 
it from being passionately believed. I have seen suggestions that teaching 
performance be evaluated by periodic class visitations from the chairman, or by 
having open classrooms which could be visited by anyone at any time, rouse hot 
resentment on precisely the ground that there is no one fit to judge. Faculty 
members seem to regard the classroom as a sanctuary, and the professor’s relation 
to his students analagous to that of confessor and penitent. It is difficult to 
determine the source of this extraordinary notion, or how it got so strongly 
established. But it is plainly one of the dogmas of the academy in our time.
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So the department chairman, lacking any systematic foundation for judgment 
relies on what he hears from students and colleagues. He rehearses the natural 
questions: Have there been any complaints? Are there any obvious reasons to think 
that a given professor is either outstanding or hopelessly incompetent? The method, 
in short, is intuitive. It is bound to be inaccurate and, worse, to force the chairman 
into evasions and dishonesties. For a chairman in unlikely to give a rating lower 
than "satisfactory" even when he knows that a faculty member is doing a bad job.
This is because such ratings infallibly lead to demands that charges be proved, 
and unless weeks and months of effort have been spent in "building a case," it is 
impossible to do. It is more prudent, and certainly more pleasant, to pretend 
that faculty members are uniformly meritorious than to criticize those who are 
deficient. The conclusion is inescapable: teaching evaluations in colleges are 
pro forma exercises in paper shuffling.
The chairman is one of two sources for recommendations on promotion and tenure 
cases whthin the department. As democratic pluralism requires, the other is an 
elected committee which usually serves for the academic year, sitting on all the 
cases which come due during its term. Once agains the imprecision of rules has 
an unhappy effect. Often— and this tendency has been heightened in this day of 
the varied power movements--the rules about who sits on committees and the way 
they are to proceed become the subject of political push and pull. Should only 
tenured members sit on promotion and tenure committees or untenured ones as well?
Ought there be subcommittees corresponding to the different sub-fields within the 
discipline? Should a majority vote determine the whole or not? Should minority 
reports be sent forward? Should the views of people not on the committee be 
solicited, and, if so, whose? Should "evidence" in the form of petitions in behalf 
of a candidate (or against him) be considered? The well-meaning generalities which 
faculties establish give no real guidance. Conflicts arise, maneuvers are planned, 
sides are chosen, especially when careers depend on how such questions are answered. 
How easy it becomes to make voc populi the standard whereby preferment is given or 
withheld.
Again, these difficulties find their source in academic man's, habit of mind-in 
regard to authority. Democratic pluralism caters to this habit, cultivates it, 
and finally renders it compulsive. This is why it is necessary to fuzz the 
department chairman’s role and pretend that he can be both representative and boss.
At the same time, the system of academic governance provides great opportunity 
for machination whenever there is a clash of interests. The upshot is that the 
chairman is left to choose between equally unattractive alternatives. He can 
either always acquiesce in the will of the department, or he can follow his own 
course. In choosing the first alternative, he falls short of what— according to the 
demands of one side of his role— his duty requires. But in choosing the second 
he invites infighting, a seriously divided department, and great diversion of energy 
from true academic goals.
A special word should be said here about the practice of electing promotion 
and tenure committees in the department. It is highly questionable whether such 
committees (or, for that matter, committees anywhere in the college) should be 
elected at all. They should function in accordance withwell-recognized standards, 
and include any member of the community presumed fit to serve on them. The holding 
of elections for committees stands in harsh opposition to the idea of the faculty 
as a society of shared goals and understandings. We either ought to drop the practice
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or surrender that conception of what a faculty is. Elections lead to politicking, 
and politicking leads to the formation of blocs, and blocs lead to the systematic 
exclusion of some by others. This is not academic community. Still less, as it 
seems to me, is it any legitimate part of academic freedom.
The maladies I have dealt with are traceable to a single cause the attempt 
to adapt the venerable ideal of the self-governing academic community to a state 
in which it can not be realized but only sadly caricatured. The result is absurdity 
and dilemma. Are these ills inevitable? Or do we tolerate them simply because 
we have grown accustomed to the evils of our condition? The latter, I think, is 
more nearly the truth.
If we seek change, two roads lie open before us. We can consistently and 
honestly develop the half-hidden political conception which underlies the present 
scheme of academic governance. Or we can retreat from that conception by paring 
faculty involvement in the day-to-day running of academic affairs to the un­
avoidable minimum Either course clearly abandons the democratic-pluralist model.
We could start down the second of these roads by abolishing the present structure 
of academic senates and committees and replacing it with a single board of faculty 
members to act as a council of advisers to the president. This board would not 
be elected, but chosen by lot or by rotation. Its size would vary with the size
of the college, but even at the largest it would probably not need more than
twenty members. Those serving on it would be released from other duties during 
their term of service. They would carry on the essential minimum of consultation 
with departments on hiring, firing, promotion, tenure, and important curriculum 
changes. Theee is no certainty, of course, about how ell this would work. But
it would surely be worth trying, if only to rid us of the two gravest ills from which
we presently suffer: the enormous diversion of energy and attention to committee­
sitting, and the constant playing at politics which now marks the conduct of academic 
affairs. It will be said that this proposal is radical: and so it is. But almost 
any change which promises a return of academic minds to their true concerns would 
be welcome.
This suggestion,is, of course, utopian and ignores the forces presently at 
work in academic life. The first road I have mentioned-not the elimination of 
politics, but the end of our shamefaced way of pursuing it— seems the likelier 
direction of change.
If we are determined to hold to our political conception of the academy, we 
should constitute administration as management and faculty as labor. Then it would 
be clear that these two elements of the academic community (education industry?) 
stand in relation to each other in the classic position of bargainers. Without 
guilt or apology— and, above, all, with cant— they would do business with one 
another, each trying to gain advantages within a system of tightly drawn and mutually 
accepted rules.
This would not, in my view, be the best direction for change to take. But 
it would be better than what we have, and it would at least be honest. The question 
is whether those most eager to travel such a road fully understand where it leads. 
Long-cherished articles of faith would have to be jettisoned and comfortable, 
pipe-smoking, leather-elbowed postures abandoned. Any remaining claim by administration 
to benevolent magistracy would be abandoned. Tenure would be abolished and replaced 
by contracts specifying seniority rights. It is difficult to see how the main
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concerns of a management-labor relation in the academy could fail to be what they 
are everywhere else: conditions of work, wages, hiring, firing, preferment. Let 
us not entertain any fancies about heroic efforts to secure that "qualify-education" 
one often reads about. Faculty members could no longer maintain the pose of un­
worldly wisdom and dedication to higher things. Nor could they with any justice 
continue to claim that what goes on in the classroom is the affair only of professor 
and students, or that excellence in teaching is not subject to measurement and 
judgment.  Academic freedom? It is to be hoped that it would be secure. But 
it would have to be much more closely defined than it is now. A reformed system  
of running the academy would never allow the protective cloak of academic freedom 
to be thrown around simple incompetence and negligence.
The question is whether we have thought these things through. And the 
answer is that we have not. Because we have not, we continue to flounder and push 
for changes which would leave us stranded in a world we never made. Such, at any 
rate, are the conclusions of a retired department chairman.
THE NEW BARBARIANS
Pape 20
San Antonio, Tex.-More students are attending college and more money is being 
spent on higher education by their parents and by society than ever before. But 
there is great danger that much of this investment of time and money is being 
squandered because many college faculties and college administrations are 
intellectually irresponsible and incompetent.
In countless colleges, the retreat from responsibility is far advanced. Required 
courses are abolished. The teaching of the traditional curriculum in the arts and 
sciences is abandoned, in whole or in part. Written examinations and formal grades 
disappear. Students, including freshmen, are invited to "design your own courses." 
Even when students begin to concentrate in some field of study, they may find that 
what used to be regarded as a major has lost its coherence and they are instead 
encouraged to slosh about in that primordial ooze known as "interdisciplinary studies
Yet there is no mystery about what a college-educated person should know. It is 
not necessary to agree entirely with Robert M. Hutchins and the advocates of the 
"Great Books" to recognize that there are books every college graduate ought to 
have read and ideas he ought to be familiar with. An educated person should have 
studied literature, physical science, mathematics, history, philosophy, religion, 
music, art, and the social sciences and know at least one foreign language.
Since there is not time in four years to learn everything that is worth knowing 
about all these important subjects, college should be a period of intense hard work, 
rigorous, concentrated and at times exhausting. Intellectual opportunities lost 
then may never be regained. The books not read, the ideas not mastered, the specific 
knowledge not acquired may never become part of one's intellectual endowment.
It is true, of course, that education is a lifelong enterprise. One can take a 
college course at 50 as well as at 20. But as most people sadly discover, the 
pressures of career and family life can block all but the strongest drives for 
intellectual self-improvement. It is a lot easier to learn Russian or study Kant 
or thread one's way through the labyrinthian passages of Proust and Joyce when one 
has no competing distractions. Moreover, the sooner one acquires knowledge, the 
longer one has to enjoy it.
If all this is as self-evident as it surely seems, why then are so many colleges 
in flight from their intellectual responsibility?
Unfortunately, education attracts an abnormal share of mediocre persons with 
little exact knowledge or useful talent. Men and women who cannot teach physics 
or Greek or history, who cannot heal a sick child or build a bridge or write a poem, 
such persons too often find a living in the intellectual wasteland of educational 
theory and educational administration. The one thing they can do is verbalize 
and generate a smog of memoranda.
Sooner or later, they wear down and override serious teachers and scholars who 
get bored with long committee meetings and circular arguments about the trivial, the 
abstract and the incomprehensible. Developing a protective mask of cynicism, serious 
men retire to their academic specialities, leaving the curriculum to the blighting 
touch of the so-called innovators.
There is rarely anything genuinely new in these "reforms." Charles W. Eliot 
abolished required courses and introduced the free elective system at Harvard 
nearly a century ago. After two generations of experimentation, most serious 
educators recognized that this smorgasbord or cafeteria approach to curriculum 
planning scarcely assured young people of the broad general education they need. 
Harvard and other colleges turned back 30 years ago to more coherent theories of 
general education. But the enemies of intellectual seriousness are once more going 
strong and with none of the restraints such as grades, written examinations,
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departmental majors and intellectual traditions which prevailed in President Eliot's 
day.
Many, though not all, students are delighted. Most young Americans are extra­
ordinarily verbal. Instead of written examinations, they would naturally prefer 
to be judged on the quality of their class participation. They rarely know what is 
in their own intellectual best interest for the whole of their lives. They would 
much rather talk about homosexuality or the new wave in film making or the urban 
crisis than study irregular French verbs or calculus or the Treaty of Utrecht.
There is nothing wrong with discussing sexual mores or movies or the urban crisis, 
but that is what students have bull sessions for and why they read newspapers and 
magazines. It is not why they go to college.
The responsibility lies with the administration and the faculty. The intellectual 
devitalization which has ruined many good high schools across the country is now 
spreading rapidly into the colleges. The result can only be a swelling tribe of 
New Barbarians, armed with college degrees and glib phrases but ignorant. If many 
parents are uneasy, they have good reason.
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Dr. Bernhardt G., associate professor, German, wrote an essay, "The 
Writings of Pegina Ullmann," which will appear in the spring 1973 
issue of Seminar, published by the Canadian Association of Teachers 
of German.
Helen M., instructor, mathematics, attended a joint meeting of The 
American Mathematical Society and The Mathematical Association of 
America, held at Dartmouth College from August 27 to September 1.
Dr.Victor D., associate professor, psychology, lectured at a number 
of European colleges and universities this past summer under the 
sponsorship of the United States Department of Labor. The lectures 
were "Vertical Management Organization in American Industry," Clare 
College, Cambridge University, and the University of Southampton;
"The American Student Chooses an Occupation," Trinity College, York 
University, and Cambridge University; and "Status as a Motivating 
Factor for the American Worker," Edinburgh University and Aberdeen 
University, Scotland.
Dr. James A., assistant professor, English, attended the Wordsworth- 
Coleridge-Scott Symposium of the American Philosophical Association 
in April. A note on "Christopher Wordsworth and the Text of Home 
at Grasmere"appeard in the summer, 1972 issue of The Wordsworth Circle. 
Two articles are forthcoming in the same publication.
Dr. Gary K., assistant professor, education, has accepted an invitation 
to serve on the Board of Directors of La Salle's Urban Studies Center. 
He has also received a literary contract for a book to be entitled,
No Compromise, No Surrender: A Study in the Chauvnistic Patriotism 
of the Protestant Right, which is based on his doctoral dissertation.
Brother Damian, F.S.C., professor, mathematics, attended a summer 
seminar for six weeks at Williams College in Williamston, Massachusetts 
The topic of the seminar was "Numerical Algebra."
Dr. J. Sandor, associate professor, history, attended the 1972 Seminars 
on American Culture (July 9-15), sponsored by the New York State 
Historical Association at Cooperstown. The sessions presented were 
"William Sidney Mount and His Time" and "Transportation in 19th Century 
Prints."
Brother G. Claude, F.S.C, Ph.D., associate professor, chemistry, 
co-authored a junior-senior level textbook, "Inorganic Chemistry," 
published by Prentice-Hall, Inc. He also was elected to the New 
York Academy of Sciences and attended the American Chemical Society 
meeting in New York City.
George K., assistant professor, music, accompanied Sister Irma Teresa, 
SSJ, in a recital of German art songs at the Fourth Annual Convention 
of the Delaware Valley Federation of Students of German, held at 
Chestnut Hill College in June. In the same month, he was rehearsal 
accompanist for soprano Anna Moffe at the Temple University Music 
Festival in Ambler. At La Salle, he was the recipient of the first 
Service Award, presented by the La Salle Singers, of which he is 
moderator.
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Fred J. Jr., instructor, political science, presented a paper entitled, 
"Decentralization and Community Involvement in the Making of Public 
School Decisions: The Case of Philadelphia,” at the annual meeting 
of the Pennsylvania Political Science and Public Administration 
Association, April 15, 1972. He also reviewed the fourth edition 
of Peter Woll’s American Government Readings and Cases for Little,
Brown, and Co., for which he was cited in the preface of the book.
Michael J., associate professor, philosophy, has had two articles 
published: "’Where God Comes in’ for Alfred North Whitehead," in The 
Thomist, January, 1972, and "Freedom and Identity” in Philosophy Today, 
summer, 1972. He also reviewed Gregory Baum’s "God Becoming” in The 
Thomist, April, 1972.
James T., lecturer, art, was awarded one of eight seats on the Arts 
Council of the American Color Print Society and is currently exhibiting 
four lithographic prints in the Annual Society Exhibition at the 
Philadelphia Art Alliance. He has been invited to exhibit prints at the 
Philadelphia Civic Center Museum as part of the Tyler School of Fine 
Arts " Tyler Profile ’72" exhibition.
S.A., assistant professor, physics, participated in the Banff School 
conference on General Relativity, Cosmology and Astrophysics, held 
at Banff, Alberta, Canada, August 14-27.
J.D., instructor, English, has been awarded the 1972 Academy of 
American Poets Prize at Yale University. Three of his poems— "Fishing 
with Dr. Ridley,” "Salt Marsh at Sunset,” and "Five Fables will appear 
this fall in College English. His review of recent work by Philadelphia 
poet Stephen Berg will appear in the fall issue of Concerning Poetry.
His article on Sir Walter Scott, "The Ravages of Time: The Function 
of the Marmion Epistles," will be published in the next issue of Studies 
in Scottish Literature. He has also been appointed a Contributing 
Editor of the American Poetry Review.
Dr. George A., assistant professor, Russian, has written an article,
"The Galcian-Volynian Chronicle as a Source of Medevial German Studies," 
which has been accepted for publication in the June, 1973 issue of 
Medevial Studies, Toronto.
Mark G., associate professor, psychology, has been nominated National 
Academy of Science Exchange Scientist to Czechoslovakia as part of the 
interacademy exchange program between the United States and 
Czechoslovakia.
Robert F., lecturer, chemistry, attended the American Chemical Society 
meeting in New York City.
John P., associate professor, history, has had two articles accepted 
for publication. A note identifying two characters in Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes story, "The Adventure of the Second 
Stain," will appear in a future issue of the Baker Street Journal.
An article on the American public’s reaction to George Orwell’s 
Animal Farm and 1984 has been accepted for publication by Four Quarters. 
He will also serve as a commentator at a session of Duquense History 
Forum dealing with Anglo-French relations in the 19th century.
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Alfred A., instructor, English, conducted an extension course, 
Understanding Ourselves and Our Times Through Books" at the Northwest 
Center for Older Adults in Germantown. The participants were granted 
certificates by La Salle through the Urban Studies Center. The program 
will be offered again this fall.
Thomas S., assistant professor, chemistry, presented a paper on 
"Cycloamyloses as an Enzyme Model: The Decarboxylation of Benzoylacetic 
Acid" at the New York meeting of the American Chemical Society.
George R., associate professor, marketing, conducted a two-day sales 
seminar in September for the sales staff of radio and television 
station KYW.
Wei, instructor, mathematics, attended a summer seminar on the topic, 
"Nonlinear Wave Motion" at Clarkson College of Technology at Potsdam, 
New York.
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